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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

SHOW THE WORLD YOUʼD HUNT IT ALL WITH THE NEW BUCK WEAR ʻDIVERSITYʼ SHIRT

New Hunting Lifestyle Shirt Illustrates No Animal Gets Left Behind

Elk or buck, tom or duck — whatever your game of choice, you can showcase your passion for the hunt

(and your sense of humor) with the world by sporting the new Buck Wear ʻDiversityʼ Shirt (Model #1204).

The Buck Wear ʻDiversityʼ shirt is the latest addition to the companyʼs slew of hilarious shirt designs that

blend playful, bold statements with motivational illustrations that encourage onlookers to grab their

gun and get out into the field.

Avid hunters will truly connect with the trophy wall illustrated on the back of this stylish Charcoal-colored shirt.

Its detailed artwork includes mounts from every season of game — ensuring no animal gets left behind or

ʻdiscriminatedʼ against in the wearerʼs pursuit.  Which is why the comical scene is brought full-circle with the

clever slogan splashed across the bottom center: “DIVERSITY, I donʼt discriminate, I hunt EVERYTHING!”

Like all Buck Wear designs, the clever shirt is constructed of 100% pre-shrunk cotton and is a product of the

companyʼs high-quality screen printing process that provides an incredibly long life through wears and washes

and seasons of sporting your love for the hunt.  The new Buck Wear Diversity shirt is offered in a wide range of

adult sizes from M to XXL to ensure a proper fit for all hunting and outdoor enthusiasts.  Buck Wearʼs clothing is

sold through top hunting, fishing and outdoor sports retailers nationwide, and can also be purchased online at

www.buckwear.com.

For more information on the new Buck Wear “Diversity” T-Shirt (Model #1204) or Buck Wearʼs full selection of

t-shirts, sweatshirts and caps for outdoor enthusiasts, please contact:  Buck Wear, Inc., 2900 Cowan Avenue,

Baltimore, MD 21223 · Telephone: (800) 813-7708 · Or visit www.buckwear.com.
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